
 

 
Dear Valued Partner, 

For the sake of efficient cooperation, please take the following into account when submitting 
graphic materials. 

Our Company currently has the following graphic software applications. Adobe Photoshop CC 
2015, Adobe lllustrator CC 2015, Adobe InDesign CC 2015, ArtPro 16.1.1 

To ensure a good resolution and subsequent processability, please make the linear elements 
of the graphics in a vector graphics software. Please send us files with at least 300 dpi 
resolution and in EPS, AI, PDF, PSD, JPG or TIF format. JPG and similar compression formats 
impair the quality. 

Please make the graphics in CMYK colour model, not in RGB. Our plant in Dunaharaszti prints 
on coated paper according to the ISO Coated v2 colour profile. Please prepare your graphic 
materials for ISO Coated v2. Chromatic aberration is to be expected on papers the surfaces of 
which are weaker than that of coated paper (e.g. coated duplex boards, liners), and we cannot 
guarantee their colour accuracy. 

Please make sure that the graphic file contains all the graphic elements and images used 
(please also attach these as separate individual files). If the file was created in InDesign or 
Illustrator CC, then it is advisable to save a “Package”. 

If the technical design of the packaging has not been made by us, then the technical drawing 
of the packaging assigned to the graphics should be attached to the graphics in vector file 
format. Dimensioned technical drawings should be provided for each colour separation and 
they should indicate gluing areas (if any) as well as the location(s) and size(s) of uncoated 
surface(s). The distance between important graphic elements (e.g. texts) and the cutting lines 
should be at least 5 mm. 

Please provide us with the full bleed dimension(s) (min. 5 mm for offset, min. 2 mm for flexo). 

Please send us the texts in the graphic file in and editable format as well (not only as converted 
into curves). Please also attach the entire font set. We cannot be held responsible for 
grammatical or content errors. 

If we receive the graphic material in a format or design that requires converting, then we either 
ask you for a new material or our operators alter the one we received. This costs 
HUF 7,500+VAT per hour. 

Please note that we need you to approve the prepared graphics in order to be able to 
manufacture your orders (this means digital proof or your physical presence at the start of the 
machine). Any delay in approval also causes delays in our production schedule and in our 
delivery to you. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any further questions. 

Many thanks, the Graphics Team of BOX PRINT - FSD PACKAGING Kft. 
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